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The Lake Eunice Township board held their bi-monthly meeting at the town hall on April 27, 2010 at 7pm. All members were
present. The minutes from April 13th were approved as written with comments below noted in the current minutes by a
motion from L Stockert, 2nd by J Renslow and it carried.
Mark Jacobson commented on the minutes from the last meeting minutes that the 50/50 cost share of paving N Pearl is not
acceptable to the residents on this road and he wanted it noted that the residents around Pearl Lake and the subdivisions will
be placing signage and are looking for approval.
John Taves, Jordan and Randy Aronson were all present to discuss the crackfilling to be quoted. L Stockert will have them do
the crackfill on roads such as N Pearl & Pearl Lane, Deroxe Rd and Tradewinds Rd. L Stockert made a motion to have the 3
contractors do a specific road including materials, 2nd by L Kohler and it carried. Mohawk will also do some crackfill.
Cindy and Dennis Macheel were present with signs that they would like to place on the subdivisions on Pearl Lake. They will
have each beach provide maintenance on their own sign and it will be approx 8-10ft from the road on a 4x4 post. L Stockert
made a motion to approve them placing the signs 10ft off the road, 2nd by G Johnson and it carried.
M Reep was present to check on the progress of paving Deroxe Rd and was informed that we will be working on a soft spot.
He also was checking on the quick claim deeds on Maple Lodge and if anyone was present.
Mark Jacobson was present to hear what was decided on the road inspection in regards to N Pearl. The ditch on N Pearl is
holding water will is caused by a farmer driving through to access his field and this will need to be fixed eventually, but cannot
be used as an access in the future. He also is requesting dust control and what was decided for N Pearl. He stated that he
would not like the grader to come down the road once a dust control is applied until the final one before winter. He stated
that the volume of traffic warrants this being applied. L Stockert stated that it is 50% cost share and it will either be done on
the entire road or not at all. He is asking that the portion of road by his residence and his neighbors be sprayed and the rest
be left untreated by stopping at Peterson Circle. L Stockert said the cost would be approximately $50 each residence and said
this cost share needs to be agreed upon by 60% of the residents or more signing a petition and J Lightowler restated this
once again and if this is agreed upon then it will be done. Mark Jacobson wants it stated that the residents of Deroxe Rd are
not being assessed for paving and J Lightowler stated they are paying their equal share as is everyone in the township for the
paving of Deroxe. Mark argued that it is not fair that there is no additional costs to the residents and he continued to argue
with Joe that he doesn’t know what to do to get dust control and J Lightowler repeated the requirements and stated that this
discussion is going nowhere and once again stated the paving is in the 5yr plan and he will work with everyone on this. Jan
Bower asked what is needed to get this ball rolling and he stated that there are still bad spots to repair. She also stated that
she can’t afford a lot and J Lightowler stated they need to get a petition to have N Pearl paved to start with.
Karen Bueling was present to have her quit claim deed for Maple Lodge Rd signed. Her deed had already been signed at a
previous meeting. The payment of $200 for the administrative fees for the deed was received from her.
J Lightowler discussed FEMA projects that must be completed: E Big Cormorant Rd culvert that was repaired needs asphalt,
The rip rap and fabric were quoted by the following: John Taves $3500 per 200ft including patching the asphalt, Mohawk
$3800 per 100ft., Danny Olson $1600 per 100ft, Rosing Excavating $1550.04 per 100ft. L Kohler made a motion to have John
Taves (Driveway Services) do this project at a distance of 200ft, 2nd by L Stockert and it carried.
The road inspection was done and there is a list of items that need to be done and some will not be able to be done this year.
Priorities to complete are Dahlberg culvert needs asphalt, fabric and rip rap, Buckhorn Rd needs 1 load of gravel, a letter will
be sent to a resident on Deroxe Rd to remove the 2nd approach/driveway or install the culvert immediately, Deroxe Rd soft
spot at the bottom south side of the road and the east end of Erickson Rd soft spot.
Quotes were submitted for the soft spot on Deroxe Rd soft spot at the bottom of the hill as follows: Danny Olson $3000 for
50ft and John Taves $2180 for 50ft and the top of the road quotes: John Taves $3780 and Danny Olson$3075 . L Stockert
made a motion to have both spots on Deroxe Rd completed by John Taves (Driveway Services), 2nd by L Kohler and it carried.
Gravel bids were received as follows from Driveway Services and Ernest Anderson Gravel. G Johnson made a motion to award
the bid to Driveway Services, 2nd by L Stockert and it carried. The bids for both were combined to make use of the excess
gravel on the lower repair and used on the upper to save money.
Quotes were received for the compost site. J Lightowler made a motion to have Hendricks Road Maintenance do this project,
2nd by L Stockert and it carried.
L Kohler made a motion that Luxury Landscaping will be removing the compost pile by Jay Carlson’s for no cost, 2nd by G
Johnson and it carried.
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L Stockert checked on having the snowplow box sprayed or sandblasted and painted with an epoxy. It is recommended that
the 2nd option be used. L Stockert made a motion to have Renner sandblast and epoxy paint it, 2nd by J Renslow and it
carried.
Hendricks talked about an alternative to a paved road (auto seal) that the county did on a road last year. It is considerably
less than asphalt. The board will go look at this road and check with John Okeson on details of this and roads to look at that
have this completed.
J Lightowler received a letter from Pelican Watershed to perform a diagnostic study on Pearl Lk due to concerns with the
water quality and asking for volunteers to be part of committee.
J Renslow received a call from a resident on E Arrow Lake Rd that is complaining about an abandoned property that is an eye
sore and he was told there is no nuisance ordinance in Becker County.
A motion was made to adjourn at 9:17 pm by L Kohler, 2nd by G Johnson and it carried.
Minutes approved on May 11th. Crystal Myers, Clerk

